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 Chapter 5: Mind Signs 

1. mind, mental, brain 

2. know, knowledge, aware, familiar 

3. don’t know, no knowledge, unaware, unfamiliar 

4. know nothing 

5. remember, recall 

6. remind 

7. remind 

8. forget 

9. forget, draw a blank 

10. memorize 

11. for 

12. because 

13. think 

14. think about, ponder, meditate, wonder 

15. think about, ponder, meditate, wonder 

16. reason, rationale, motive 

17. mean, intend 

18. smart, intelligent, clever, brilliant, bright 

19. smart, intelligent, clever, brilliant, bright 

20. dumb, stupid, idiot 

21. ignorant 

22. wise, wisdom 

23. believe 

24. idea 

25. concept 

26. opinion 

27. make up, devise, create, invent, pretend, make 

believe 

28. hard, problem, difficult 

29. if, suppose, what if 

30. if, suppose, what if 

31. worry 

32. trouble 

33. understand, comprehend 

34. don’t understand, don’t comprehend 

35. misunderstand 

36. responsible, burden 

37. not responsible for, not my problem, 

staying out of it  

38. trust, faith, confidence 

39. suspicious, suspect 

40. don’t believe, skeptical, doubt 

41. doubt 

42. agree 

43. disagree 

44. surprise, astonished 

45. stress, oppression, pressure 

46. judge 

47. decide, determine 

48. focus, pay attention, listen 

49. guess, assume, miss, estimate 

50. confused 

51. don’t care 

52. do you mind? 

53. careful, supervise, cautious 

54. careless, reckless, sloppy 

55. hope, wish, anticipate, expect 

56. inform, notify, let know 

57. inform me, notify me, let me know 

58. puzzled 

59. crazy, insane 

60. craze, insane 



Grammar & Deaf Culture:

Chapter 5:
Mind Signs



What is Culture?
Culture is a term that refers to a 

large and diverse set of mostly 

intangible aspects of social life. 

It is primarily composed of the 

values, beliefs, systems of 

language and communication, 

and practices shared by a group 

of people. It can be used to 

define them as a collective and 

helps understand the world and 

each other.



Remember: Deaf people have their own

Culture and Language



Comparison of Values
The most dominant cultural pattern in the 
United States is individualism. Most Americans 
have been raised to consider themselves as 
separate individuals who are exclusively 
responsible for their own lives. Common 
phrases that reflect this cultural pattern are 
"Do your own thing," "Look out for number 
one," and "I did it my way." For example, when 
Americans introduce themselves, they feel it is 
important to include their name and 
occupation, which serve to emphasize their 
uniqueness. Closely associated with 
individualism is the importance Americans 
place on privacy. Americans have "personal 
space" and "personal thoughts." 



In contrast, one of the most dominant cultural patterns in the 
Deaf culture is collectivism. Deaf people consider themselves 
members of a group that includes all Deaf people. 

• Close-knit and interconnected group
• Enjoy being in the company of other Deaf people
• When Deaf people first meet, the initial goal is to find 

out where the other person is from and to identify the 
Deaf friends they both have in common.

• A person's physical appearance is noted
and remembered because it is the
basis for all signed communication. 

• Open communication is important
• Having secrets or withholding

information work against an
interconnected collective.



The behaviors associated with cultural values are 
deeply rooted. We do not consciously think about 
the rules involved when making introductions or 
how to say goodbye when we leave. As children 
we saw these behaviors repeated often and have 
long since fully incorporated them into our 
cultural experience. It is only
when we are placed in a
culture that uses different
rules that we realize there
is another possible way to
accomplish the same task. 



Norms
Passed from one generation to the next, cultural or social 

norms are the shared systems of beliefs and practices 

that characterize by the majority of a cultural group. 

Norms provide:

• reliable guides for daily living

• contribute to the health and

well-being of the group

• correct and moral behavior

• sense of integrity

• sense of belonging

• sense of order and control

Consider HEARING vs. DEAF Culture



Examples of Norms
• Leaving your home at 18 years of age

• Informing the group that you are going to the rest 

room

• Arriving an hour “late” to a social event

• Celebrating Christmas on Dec 24th

• Piercing your baby’s ears 

• Roasting a pig for Thanksgiving

• Asking how much your salary is

• Kissing someone on the cheek

• Allowing your children to drink

coffee at a young age 

• Placing elderly parents in a

nursing home



TWO Views of Deafness
Pathological View: Deaf individuals are viewed as
disabled and imperfect or “broken,” needing to be "fixed”

• deaf (lowercase “d”)
• Also called “Medical Model of deafness”

Cultural View: Deaf individuals are normal, capable
human beings encountering life in a different - yet 
acceptable- way, conforming with norms and behaviors 
based on visual/non-hearing norms.

• Deaf (capital “D”)
• Valued Culture
• Also called

“Cultural Model of deafness”



Types of Oppression 

Oppression: The unjust or excessive exercise of power or position that 
hurts, maligns, or disempowers others. A person’s sense of personal 
worth, ability, intelligence, and right to be different is devalued. 

Individual Oppression: when one person is put down or treated unfairly.

Group Oppression: directed toward all members of a group simply 
because they are categorized as part of an inferior undesirable group. 

Institutionalized Oppression: negative attitudes towards the minority or 
“different” group are transmitted through institutions of the society such 
as schools, media, medical professions, etc. This leads to all members of 
a society sharing a negative belief about the oppressed group including 
members of the group that is being oppressed. 

Internalized Oppression: when a member of the oppressed group 
accepts and believes the generalizations or negative attitudes. 



Audism
The notion that one is superior based on one's ability 
to hear or to behave in the manner of one who hears.
• Life without hearing is futile and miserable
• An attitude which results in a negative stigma 

toward anyone who does not hear
• Can be intentional OR unintentional

Audists have a
Pathological view 
of deafness:
Sees deafness
as only a disease
or illness
(ignores culture)



Five Examples of Audism
1. Not taking the time to communicate 
- “I’ll tell you later”

2. Assuming deaf people can’t do 
things  - “Wait, you can drive?”

3. Thinking deafness is a tragedy -
You’re deaf? Oh, I’m so sorry!”

4. Patronizing behavior - “You speak so 
well for someone who is deaf”

5. Employment discrimination - “I’d 
love to hire you but it’d be too much 
trouble.”



How Audism Affects Deaf People
• Institutionalized / Internalized oppression
• Ambivalence - mixed negative and positive feelings 

about oneself based on society's view of being 
"deficient“

• Fatalism or passivity - passively 
taking whatever happens; 
hopelessness

• Benefactors are perfect - mistaking 
privilege for perfection;

• Emotional dependence on the 
oppressor- feeling powerless and 
believing only members of the 
majority group can change things



- Culture
- Individual/Collectivism
- Cultural Norms
- 2 Models of Deaf Culture
- Types of Oppression
- Audism
- Effects of Audism

Review
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